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Paolo Cirio, detail of Obscurity, 2016, inkjet print. 
Courtesy of the artist and NOME Gallery

The archive represents power — historically, those in power have con-
structed the archive and its control has been utilized as a way to maintain 
power and sovereignty. However, in the digital age, the building and 
dissemination of archives has begun to be democratized. Maryam Jafri’s 
long-term research project titled Versus Series (2012–2015) demon-
strates this sea change. Prior to conceiving the work, for another project 
she had undertaken research in the archives of the Ghana Ministry of 
Information. While later browsing the website of stock photo agency Getty 
Images, she noticed that photographs of Ghana’s 1957 independence 
ceremony from Britain which she had seen in the national archives — the 
first instance of liberation of sub-Saharan Africa from Western rule —  
were also copyrighted by Getty, and in a sense, digitally “colonized.” As 
Jafri dug further, she noticed extensive inconsistencies between the 
government and Getty captions of the photographs, and visual manipu-
lations of the images. In the resulting work, she placed both photographs 
next to each other to highlight their disparities, with the corresponding 
captions also displayed. The captions point to the way that information 
is selected and reassembled by institutional powers to convey new mean-
ings that often provide merely partial truths.
  The left image is from the Ghana Ministry of Information, the 

right from Getty Images. The Ministry identifies their image  
as G/1180/1, Getty identifies theirs as 50405305. The caption 
accompanying the Getty image states Duchess of Kent (L) 
dancing with Ghana Prime Minister Kwame Nkrumah (C) at the 
Ghana independence ceremonies. A special note accompa-
nying the Getty image states: No resale application use without 
the prior permission of Time, Inc. Contact your local office to 
see if we can clear this image for you. The back of photo G / 1180 
/ 1 bears a purple stamp stating Copyright Photographic 
Services, Ministry of Information, PO Box 745, Accra. All rights 
reserved. The Ghana Ministry of Information charges $4  
per photograph for reproduction and licensing. Licensee must 
credit the Ministry.

Jafri eventually expanded her research to the public archives of other 
countries and stock agencies, and noticed surprisingly similar patterns 
of corporate copyrighting of national heritage. In the exhibition, a 
fragment of the overall project is presented through sixteen photographs 
and seven text panels and included the pairings Getty vs. Ghana,  
Corbis vs. Mozambique, Kenya vs. Corbis, and Getty vs. MRAC vs. DR 
Congo. Each photograph she found in a national archive of the first 
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independence days of a Sub-Saharan African nation is displayed next to 
its manipulated copy from Getty’s or Corbis’s collections. With this 
apparent contrast, Jafri opens a space to consider the function of photog-
raphy in decolonization, the lacunae of the archive, and the politics of 
copyright and digitization.

In the multifaceted work Obscurity (2016), Paolo Cirio examines infor- 
mation ethics by obfuscating mugshots and criminal records. Over  
the past 20 years, more than 50 million criminal mugshots of individuals 
arrested in the United States have been made public and exposed on 
internet search engines such as Google, and then used for extortion and 
harassment, even if the charges were dropped. To address this issue,  
the artist replicated six mugshot websites, blurred all the images on them 
to hinder facial recognition, and rearranged the names of those arrested 
to hide their identities. The algorithm coded by the artist used to scramble 
the names and images kept accurate data of ages, ethnicities, locations, 
and criminal charges to hold law enforcement accountable for mass 
incarceration. Responses from people whose reputations have been affect- 
ed by having their criminal records online are also included in the work, 
pointing to the industry of mugshot extortion, in which websites charge 
people to have their mugshots removed and reputations restored.
 Cirio received legal threats from some of the websites he appro-
priated the mugshots from, including a cease and desist letter to the 
artist’s website, Mug-Shots.us, which incorporates the images and data 
that are used in this work. The artist has also designed the internet 
privacy policy, Right2Remove.us, a socially-engaged project that questions 
the “Right to Be Forgotten” law being proposed in the United States, 
and campaigns for the right to remove personal data from online search 
engines. Through this performative hack, Cirio interrogates the ethics  
of information sharing and the deep fault lines in the United States’ 
industrial prison complex of mass incarceration.

P. 20

 Rather than relying on traditional documentary methodologies, 
which aimed for the objective veracity, the works in the exhibition 
question documentary forms in an age of post-truth. The artists insert 
their own subjectivities, and sometimes their own lived experience, 
determined to remain truthful to reality. The production of knowledge 
to counter journalistic or historical gaps, with the aim of toppling cor-
rupted power structures, is likely the most pressing ambition today for 
art and non-art alike.

1  Jacques Derrida. 2006. Archive fever: a Freudian 
impression. Chicago and London: University  
of Chicago Press

2  Michel Foucault, Alan Sheridan (translator). 
1972. The archaeology of knowledge.  
New York: Pantheon Books, p. 130
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Paolo Cirio, Obscurity, 2016, inkjet prints  
and video, 36 × 144 in. Courtesy of the artist  
and NOME Gallery

Paolo Cirio, detail of Obscurity, 2016, inkjet print. 
Courtesy of the artist and NOME Gallery
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ETHICS, DOCUMENTARY, AND THE INTERNET:  
PAOLO CIRIO IN CONVERSATION WITH JULIA POWLES

On December 12, 2017, Paolo Cirio and Julia Powles spoke at ISCP about 
ethics, documentary, and the internet as well as Cirio’s work Obscurity 
(2016) included in Concrete Truth: Art and the Documentary. Obscurity 
obfuscates over fifteen million internet mugshots and criminal records  
in connection with the “Right to Be Forgotten” law that is being pro-
posed in the United States.
 Cirio and Powles discussed how free speech can be reconciled 
with the right to a dignified image of vulnerable individuals, both on the 
internet and in the field of art, as well as Facebook algorithms, the ethics 
of representation, privacy and the distribution of information. 

 JP I love this project. I think Paolo’s work highlights a particularly 
severe case of the challenge we have with the “perpetual present”  
of the internet — where information, no matter what point in time it was 
placed online, retains a currency to anyone who types the right search 
terms. Meanwhile, we continue to live our lives and to move on. This 
creates a challenging balance between our central communal need  
to remember and build on what has happened, along with our very per- 
sonal need to be able to live our lives and develop, and so on. In this 
context, the online mugshot websites example is particularly controver-
sial. I feel like it would only happen in the United States, frankly. First, 
that you would have this information going online at all, and then that you 
would have these companies who are running businesses operating  
on, and exercising extortion on, people’s most vulnerable selves.
  For many of the people in these databases, we are only talking 
about small offenses or situations where people might not have been 
actually charged or incarcerated. There are also, of course, some cases 
where we do want information to be present. Lots of countries have 
laws around sex offenders lists, for example, and the importance of 
maintaining them.
  The “right to be forgotten” became controversial mainly because 
it was a poke at the power of Google. There was a big case that happened 
in 2014, and it concentrated a lot of attention on the power of Google 
over our representation online and our inability to do anything about it. 
What you really want is some nuance around how we allow information 
to sediment over time. So we have the rehabilitation of offenders’ rights, 
for example. If you served a criminal term, after a certain amount of 

time that doesn’t continue to attach to you forever, and that should be 
the case online as well as offline.
 PC To address the ethics of representation over the internet, in art, 
and in journalism, it may be useful to consider both a Balthus painting 
titled Thérèse Dreaming (1938) that is in the collection of the Metropolitan 
Museum of Art and a 1972 photojournalistic image of the Vietnam War. 
This photograph primarily shows Kim Phuc, a nine-year-old Vietnamese 
girl, running away from a napalm attack with other children, after she 
ripped off her burning clothes as she was fleeing. The Balthus painting 
depicts a twelve-year-old girl with her skirt falling to the sides and under-
wear visible; it was removed from the museum due to an online petition. 
The image of Vietnam was censored from Facebook because of their 
moderators and algorithms. We all understand the difference, right? 
Through the algorithm of Facebook, the image is of young kids, who have 
facial expressions of horror. And one is naked. What is actually different 
for the algorithm? This demonstrates how artificial intelligence won’t 
ever be able to make such judgments. An algorithm, or someone at Google 
or Facebook decides what should be removed, or not… and with very 
little cultural background and understanding of the particular social and 
historical relevance for every image. Therefore, they likely see no differ-
ence between these two images.
   You may be familiar with the image of the Vietnamese children 
who are terrified and running away. It generated a lot of reaction against 
the war. It was actually very important to have this picture published. 
But this case of its censorship on Facebook, it tells a lot about other kinds 
of issues that are already in place regarding the circulation of sensitive 
information on the internet. If we really look at the ethical and general 
conventions in journalism, we see that professional journalists have  
to follow guidelines. That’s why journalists don’t usually publish bloody 
pictures, or photographs of minors, but they do expose some cruel 
pictures. But why instead doesn’t Google, Facebook, Twitter, and so on 
have the same kind of guidelines for the internet? What are the legal 
definitions that determine how publishers and platforms are defined? 
As far as I know, Google does define itself as a publisher. In this regard, 
they think no entities can tell them what to do. If they were defined as 
publishers, they would have to follow ethical guidelines. 
 JP That republished Vietnam photograph was this extraordinary 
moment and wake-up call. It was published, censored, and blocked as 
an image on Facebook after having been published in a Dutch newspaper. 
The editor-in-chief of that newspaper wrote to Mark Zuckerberg, as this 
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sort of “censoring chief” of the planet, asking how a historic photo of 
consequence could have been classed under an algorithm seeking 
nudity and underage bodies as something that had to be flagged for atten-
tion. This started this whole conversation about platforms and how  
they are regulated (if they are regulated). It led to a whole bunch of things 
subsequently, including some exposure of Facebook’s internal guide-
lines on dealing with certain kinds of content, and then this very murky 
business of content moderation which involves hundreds of thousands  
of people around the planet who have to sit there every day looking at 
pretty nasty images and sort them. 
   There’s this kind of blur between the particular aesthetics that 
produce this very physical reaction and help to move something for-
ward, like that Vietnam photo, and I think some of the photos that came 
out of Syria. It’s an art to identify when the right moment is to publish. 
You may have very ethical news organizations that have many meetings 
of people who are debating this, and then another publication hits 
‘publish’ and then they all just do that anyway. Someone has taken on the 
responsibility to be the first. But platforms operate very differently.  
They are largely outside the zone of any kind of traditionally democratic 
oversight or professional codes of ethics. That’s partly because Facebook 
is very eager not to classify itself as ‘editor,’ even though what it’s doing 
functionally is editing.
  It’s fascinating, the connections between some of those conver-
sations that are happening in the arts and also on censorship. There’s 
the whole world of debate around attribution and these controversial 
cases. You get this weird moment whereas platforms push further their 
vision of certainty and truth, there is a reluctance from traditional  
organizations to kind of fix that. They want to be more like, “oh we’ve 
contributed to the conversation about representation, or about attri-
bution, and so on,” without anyone wanting to be really bold there. Over 
the last two years, there has been more editorial oversight of professional 
cartoonists than ever before and, at the same time, we have less pro-
fessional cartoonists than ever before. I can’t understand how we’ve got 
that caution when we probably need more freedom and resilience.  
We need to say “here’s the code that we as a professional entity subscribe 
to.” Transparency would be an effective move in the face of platforms 
that have really buried their processes, and which have pretty arbitrary, 
non-human, non-necessarily-ethical processes.
 PC Probably it’s also because we have definitions of these things 
and fields that do not fit squarely into today’s reality. Before, a painting 

remained primarily inside the museum, only visitors saw it, but now you 
have Facebook. Anyone can see it at anytime, and judge it. They may  
not like it for moral reasons, ethical reasons, or just because of conser-
vative mindsets. That’s something relevant to platforms and publishers, 
the actual difference today in mass media is that the ultimate editor is 
Facebook or Google. They don’t make content but they filter and edit 
everything out there. What is Facebook? We should think about it as 
the most powerful media today. It is not only a social media app, it’s 
actually more powerful than television and the New York Times in terms 
of its editorial control over what we see and know. But because we still 
define things as we did pre-internet, we have yet to recalibrate our 
outlook on media. And it’s also about art institutions today, who have  
a similar responsibility because the audience trusts curators to deal with 
the mediation of difficult questions about representation. But defini-
tions have something to do with divergences in language and culture. 
For instance, I have found in my research key differences between  
the use of the words ethics and morals, in Southern Europe and South 
America we see morals as imposed by the church and institutions, 
something that needs to be challenged and questioned. However, 
Americans usually speak about morals as something that indicates a 
higher social principle. Then they try to follow on the notion of ethics. 
For me personally, I understand both definitions as fluid, they are not 
fixed, and rather evolve as modern terms. In terms of cultural understand-
ing, there’s also a huge difference between Germans and Americans 
when it comes to privacy. What is your experience in terms of cultural 
background and language?
 JP In the face of new technologies, we have this bizarre unwilling-
ness to challenge them. We don’t know how they’re going to go and 
there’s always the chance that this path, maybe it will be amazing for the 
future. So instead of speaking about regulating anything, we talk about 
making sure we deal with it all ethically. This is just like kicking the ball 
way down the field, and not having to deal with it, which actually hap-
pened recently in New York City. There is this law that was proposed to 
make sure that any time the city uses an algorithm or automated system 
to decide how to allocate services to us or policing, that it should make 
what it’s doing transparent to the public, and that was all debated under 
the label of ethics. The ethical move was sort of, “oh, we need to think 
about this more,” whereas a regulated move would be, “oh, you shouldn’t 
be able to do anything unless you show what you’re going to do first, 
and show that it won’t have any ethical issues, that it’s not going to be 
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biased against a huge proportion of the population, that it won’t shaft a 
ton of people and we can fight back.” 
  There is a rich discipline around ethics, which provides very 
structured ways of thinking about problems, social values, and norms. 
It’s very richly contextual and thinks about particular communities. This 
is very interesting. There is a lot around the imperialist claims, the 
Western claims of ethical values, and thinking about even which particu-
lar problem to think about. To me as someone working outside the art 
world, one of the areas where I see this is an issue is in community 
engagement in art. How much do artists really engage the communities 
they are working with? So you can have very raw pieces that move 
people which are driven by, and informed by, those themselves who have 
particular issues and grievances. This, to me, moves the ethical conver-
sation to where it should be instead of instrumentalizing people. Are you 
engaging with those you make art about as communities in their own right?
 PC How can you judge someone online if you don’t know the  
social context? This has to do with empathy on the internet, or if we can  
have reconciliation on the internet. This makes me think of the very 
recent moment of #metoo. The public shaming of course is very effec-
tive, important, and useful but it also creates polarization among people, 
with the internet becoming weaponized in social relations.
 JP I feel that the false promise of the digital is to offer us certainty 
and efficiency, where there really isn’t any! It does this by making more 
rapid, and more comprehensive-seeming results. When you search some-
one you are going to go on a first date with, you know how much that 
ruins the experience of getting to know someone. If you look at your own 
digital footprint, you realize it’s a very poor rendering of yourself.  
Yet I think that we are being sold this [efficiency and certainty promise] 
constantly, and it is the same with many personalized systems that have 
been developed, and the promise of AI [artificial intelligence] and so 
on. Are we able to slice through life with certain information? I think, 
really, part of the effort to restore a degree of humanity to digital re-
presentation is really just to have the functionality of ‘search’ be just that. 
So ‘search’ should be an indication — after which you have the space  
for discovery, which learns from memory, and that allows us to think of 
privacy as much as the way we modulate how we share. We share to 
gain intimacy with relationships, to build a community, and we give back 
to the individuals whom we are operating with. 
  To those who really worry about what would happen to society 
if we remove mugshot websites, I think in fact we would get to a position 

when you don’t prejudge, and you have ways of acquiring knowledge 
and fitting it into a context that is a key thing that the digital doesn’t  
do. My positive aspect of where we are going is I think that we will look 
back to the early twenty-first century as a really crude understanding  
of the digital. That we had the flat world of screens where we made 
spectacular amounts of information public, where we were completely 
trans parent citizens to governments and corporations. I feel like the 
opportunity is in engaging more with the hearts and minds between the 
polarities as we shift, as technologies shift, from screens to being em-
bedded in physical life and social realms. Whereas we may not think too 
much of the dodgy data brokers that scrape your internet history, partly 
because they don’t actually affect how we navigate through the world  
in quite the same way that if I know that every object in this room is 
col lecting information effecting where we might go next. I think the move 
to the physical produces a much more visceral response. I think people 
don’t just take it in quite the same way — I think we have a real physical 
bias. If you meet someone and then subsequently find out more things 
about them and you have a really good impression about them, it would 
be difficult to move that, but the other way around it really happens.  
If you prejudged, you may not give them the time of day. I hope that we 
have some more opportunities in the shift from screens for these chal-
lenges and debates. As these systems are being gradually embedded into 
our physical lives, it’s really crucial to get a bit of a restoration of our 
ordinary due process. I mean, there is real exceptionalism about digital 
technology and in harnessing most of what we have developed socially, 
legally, and politically in terms of bringing to account these systems.
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